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ADVERTISEMENT FLAG

F-FF-SM

F-CV-SM

Item #

Item #

Small’

Small’

Size

Size

23’’x 90’’

23’’ x 90’’

Dimension

Dimension

F-FF-MD

F-CV-MD

Medium’

Medium’

26’’ x 107’’

26’’ x 107’’

F-FF-LG_28_144

F-CV-LG

Large

Large

28’’ x 144’’

28’’ x 144’’

Feather flags are one of the simplest yet most effective 
advertising methods out there. Unlike traditional flags, 
our feather flag banners will not fold in the wind, 
ensuring that your message is seen clearly at all times 
– indoors and outdoors. Highly customizable, attractive, 
versatile, and durable, these feather flags are truly a 
remarkable value for any business.

As far as high-impact advertising materials go, it’s hard 
to beat outdoor advertising flags. Highly visible and 
attractive to the eye, these large convex flags ensure 
that your message or image is clearly seen, even 
from far away. Unlike traditional flags that blow in the 
wind, these remain firmly in position regardless of the 
environment.

Feather Flag

Convex Flag
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ADVERTISEMENT FLAG

F-SQ-SM

F-TD-SM

Item #

Item #

Small’

Small

Size

Size

30’’ x 81’’

32’’ x 76’’

Dimension

Dimension

F-SQ-MD

F-TD-MD

Medium’

Medium

30’’ x 125’’

34’’ x 110’’

F-SQ-LG

F-TD-LG

Large

Large

30’’ x 165’’

42’’ x 119’’

Whether you need signage for an event or promotional 
materials for your business, a large square flag is a 
fantastic choice. These eye-catching flags look great, 
and they can be transported to your indoor or outdoor 
site with ease. Enjoy a hassle-free setup, and you 
can even change your message whenever the mood 
strikes, thanks to the replaceable fabric skins.

A tear drop flag is a fantastic way to make your 
company’s message seen clearly. These versatile flags 
are commonly used at trade shows, corporate and 
sporting events, auto dealers, retail stores, and general 
and off-site promotions. Of course, you’re only limited to 
your imagination. Ideal for outdoor or indoor use, these 
handy flags will provide years of service.

Tear Drop Flag

Square Flag
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ADVERTISEMENT FLAG

F-GF-XL

Item #

X-Large

Size

4’ x 17’

Dimension

Flags are quickly becoming one of the popular and 
most innovative ways to deliver your message. It is a 
highly customizable and innovative way to promote 
your product, company or organization. The flags are 
designed to be 100% effective. Your message will 
achieve its target audience on the stillest day and even 
in an indoor environment. Also, it will not collapse or 
wrap around the flag pole like an ordinary flag.

Giant Flag

Giant Flag Pole
item#: H-GF-PLE-STK

CPF-DIY

Item #

Custom

Size

Custom

Dimension

Print out custom flags with our dye sublimation printers. 
Their great to represent teams, office settings, family 
photos and many more. 

Using the best eco-solvent inks to print for great quality. 

Custom Flag
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ADVERTISEMENT FLAG

Use this Water Weight Bag to add additional weight to 
your Feather or Tear Drop Flags Banner Stands with 
the Cross Base attachment. Recommended use with 
our Cross Base for our Feather or Tear Drop Flags 
Banner Stands when placed outdoors.

Anchor your Advertising Flag securely to the ground 
with this Ground Spike made from chrome finished 
steel.

This steel cross base allows you to use your advertising 
flags indoors or outdoors. Perfect when paired with 
the Water Weight Bag. Use the Cross Base on flat 
surfaces. Also allows the flag to spin around when there 
is a gentle breeze. The Cross Base sits 3” above the 
surface.

When you have a great sign promoting a perfect 
message, you need a good way to hold it up. That’s 
where 777 Signs comes in. We offer a 177” flag pole 
set with stake that can be used to hold up our Feather, 
Teardrop, or Square Stand flags. This flexible aluminum 
pole comes with a strong, stable attachment for the 
base, and it includes the base and ground stake.

Flag Pole Attachments

Water Bag

Stake

Crossbase
item#: H-WTR-WGT

item#: G-STK

item#: H-CD

Pole & Stake
item#: H-PLE-STK
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BANNER STANDS

RS-2E

1-3-33

Item#

Item#

4.4lb

4.7lb

Weight

Weight

33’’x81’’

33’’x 81’’

Dimensions

Dimension

1-3-33B

1-3-45

4.7lb

7.6lb

33’’x 81’’ 

45’’x 81’’

1-3-39

1-3-57

4.8lb

7.8lb

39’’x 81’’

57’’x 81’’

The Single-Foot Retractable Roll Up Banner Stand is the perfect banner stand for 
any trade show or exhibit event. The Single-Foot Retractable Roll Up Banner Stand 
sets up in minutes and can easily be carried. There is no need to fumble around 
for your banner, when not in use the graphic is safely stored inside the anodized 
aluminum casing for future use.

A banner with a retractable stand is perfect for showcasing your products or services 
on the go. Portable and lightweight, you can easily pack this large banner up in its 
carrying case (included), and transport it to trade shows, presentations, and other 
indoor events. Count on 777 Sign to provide attractive, dependable promotional 
materials at a budget-friendly price.

Single Foot Banner

Double Foot Banner
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BANNER STANDS

1-3-24AZ

RS-3E-33

Item#

5lb

7.8lb

Weight

24’’x 81’’

33’’x 81’’

Dimensions

1-3-33AZ

RS-3E-47

6lb

12.35lb

33’’x 81’’

47’’x 81’’

Adjustable Double Foot Retractable Banner Stands are lightweight, portable, 
and includes a carrying case. This stand is a convenient and professional way to 
showcase your products and services. The pole can be adjusted from 32in HIGH to 
81in HIGH.  And when not in use, banner can be retracted easily and stored in its 
aluminum casing.

Using professional promotional materials is the key to running a successful 
business. This retractable roll-up banner stand display is portable and lightweight, so 
it’s perfect for bringing with you to presentations, trade shows, and exhibitions.

Double Foot Adjustable Banner

Deluxe Retractable Banner

Item# Weight Dimensions
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BANNER STANDS

RD-3

RS-5C-36

Item#

Item#

12.45lb

9.7lb

Weight

Weight

33’’x 81’’

36’’x 92’’

Dimensions

Dimensions

This Double-Sided Retractable will catch both sides of traffic. Perfect for indoor 
signage for events, shows, etc.

The HD Retractable stand has a very simple to use “easy” change graphic system 
so when you need to change your marketing message, you can change it at ease. 
This Easy to use retractable banner stand requires no tools and is seconds to put up

Double Sided Retractable

HD Retractable
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BANNER STANDS

SK2-3S

Z-21

Item#

Item#

2lb

2.85lb

Weight

Weight

24’’x 63’’

30’’x 69’’ (max)

Dimensions

Dimensions

SK2-3L 2.85lb 30’’x 69’’

Showcase your promotional banner with this portable X-stand. It is durable and is 
the most cost effective display. 

Showcase your promotional banner with the X-stand. It is durable and is the most 
cost effective display. Stand includes a free travel bag, making it easy to carry to 
trade show exhibits, lobby exhibits, and much more.
 

Portable Banner X-Stands

Adjustable X-Stand
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BANNER STANDS

HW-1

BX-3-SS

Item#

Item#

7.5lb

5lb

Weight

Weight

17’’x 63’’

23’’x 71.5’’

Dimensions

Dimensions

Small sturdy signage. Uses the water base for stability during heavy weather 
conditions. Graphic can be stored under the water base.

The Cross Base Poster Stand is a great lightweight and compact display for indoors. 
The design of the stand makes for a simple and easy assembly. Includes an 
adjustable pole allows for banners of multiple heights. Promote new items or lead 
consumers to your station with this very attractive sign.

Outdoor X-Stand (Water Base)

Cross-Base Indoor Flag Display Stand
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BANNER STANDS

HW-7

H4A

Item#

Item#

27lb

27.4lb

Weight

Weight

31’’x 75’’

23.5’’x 33.5’’

Dimensions

Dimensions

An attractive outdoor sidewalk sign can really help to drive foot traffic into your 
business. This sturdy sign is perfect for placing right in front of your store, even on 
windy, blustery days. You can fill the base with water or sand, ensuring that it stays 
securely on the ground regardless of weather. This heavy-duty sign is built to last, 
providing years of dependable use. This outdoor Sidewalk Sign is double sided 
another great way to promote any buisness, schedules, and events. 

Banner stand perfect for outdoor display or attraction. Water base with wheels and 
handle for portability.

Outdoor Sidewalk Sign (Water Base)

Outdoor L-Stand (Water Base)
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BANNER STANDS

TS-02

TFBS-01

Item#

Item#

22lb

13lb

Weight

Weight

96’’x 120’’

115’’x 89.5’’

Dimensions

Dimensions

Constructed of strong and rigid aluminum, capable of 
withstanding moderate weather and a fabric insert that won’t 
retreat from the rain, the step & repeat backdrop stand is 
a fantastic option for trade show booths and photo shoots 
alike. These stands have telescoping 2” diameter poles that 
extend out, meaning they are adjustable to certain sizes. 
Stand includes travel bag.
 

Tension Fabric Stands are the latest in indoor stand-alone 
advertising.  The interlocking tube hardware is lightweight 
and built for few eazy and quick setups, no tools are need. 
Once the hardware is in place just slip the “pillow-case” 
stretch fabric graphic over the frame, zip the graphic closed 
and set-up is complete. Graphics are full-color custom 
dye-sub. Add the double-sided option for twice the graphic 
impact. 

Step and Repeat
Backdrop Stand

Straight Tension
Fabric Stand
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BANNER STANDS

SVFS-01

RE-5-A4

Item#

Item#

29lb

1lb

Weight

Weight

8ft

8.25’’x 12.75’’

Dimensions

Dimensions

SVFS-02

RS-5-A3

29lb

1.3lb

10ft

11.75’’x 17’’

Easy to assemble, using fabric material for image. Use 
velcro holding the image on the stand.  Fold with the graphic 
when you don’t need it and expand the stand to re-showing 
the graphic.

Straight Velcro Fabric
Fold-Able Stand

This table top Stand is lightweight & portable stand. This 
stand is a convenient and professional way to showcase 
your products and services. And when not in use, banner 
can be retracted easily and stored.

Table Top Stand
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BANNER STANDS

PSS-01

Item#

16lb

Weight

33’’x 23’’

Dimensions

ET-01

Item#

59lb

Weight

10ft

Dimensions

The Poster Sign Stand features a top slot allowing to easily put the graphics into the 
frame. It’s lightweight but durable tjhan normal plastic poster sign stand. Using steel 
as frame material and completed with a glossy black finish. 

Poster Sign Stand

Just in time for summer, the Trade Show Event Tent is the 
next level in outdoor advertising. Achieve 360 degrees 
of branding with a custom full fabric dye sub canopy and 
hardware package. 
Canopy is printed and sewn Weather Resistant Tent 
Polyester. Print your brand message on each of the four 
peaks and valance panels. Our large format full color 
capabilities take artwork seam to seam unlike competitor 
tents that rely on small vinyl applications. 

Trade Show Event Tent
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BANNER STANDS

PAF-01

D-MGT

H2

Item#

Item#

Item#

Double

N/A

Single

Number of Sides

Number of Sides

Number of Sides

24’’x 18’’

12’’/24’’/36’’

23.5’’x 33.25’’

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

H3 Double 23.5’’x 33.25’’

H4

H5

Single

Double

23.75’’x 35.75’’

23.75’’x 35.75

Visibility is everything, especially for the Real Estate market. These Black Steel 
A-Frame signs are an amazing and inexpensive solution to grab attention. The 
frame is sized to hold an 24” x 18” double sided coroplast print. It also includes a 
rider clamp for additional signage. 

Our Mightee Mounts offer a frameless display for board substrates. The substrate 
can display both sides with advertisement

Portable A-Frame

Mightee Mount Sign Holder

A-Frame Snap-Open Poster Stand are a great way to display your graphic Indoor. 
These sandwich boards have a sleek modern design to grab the attention of 
those walking by, great for store fronts, trade shows, restaurants, etc. The Frames 
feature the sanp open capability, making switching posters easier. Also included are 
transparent acrylic panels, used to protect your poster.

A-Frame Poster Stand
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TABLE THROW

CF-ECO

CF-FUL

Item#

Item#

6ft

6ft

Size

Size

130’’x 64.75’’

130’’x 88’’

Dimensions

Dimensions

CF-ECO

CF-FUL

8ft

8ft

152’’x 62.75’’

154’’x 88’’

If you want to impress potential customers and clients, 
you need to pay attention to the details. After all, your 
promotional materials say a lot about your business. At a 
trade show or exhibition, first impressions are especially 
critical. Count on our attractive custom table cover fabric to 
give your presentation that extra touch of professionalism 
that gives you the competitive edge.

Today’s business owners recognize the need for professional 
promotional materials. This is especially true if your company 
is participating in a trade show, exhibition, or any other sort 
of business event. Using a custom table cover for trade 
shows is a simple yet effective way to add a touch of class to 
your display.

Economy Table Cover

Full Table Cover
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TABLE THROW

CF-FIT

CF-RUN

Item#

Item#

6ft

Small

Size

Size

130’’x 88’’

24’’x 84’’

Dimensions

Dimensions

CF-FIT

CF-RUN

CF-RUN

8ft

Medium

Large

154’’x 88’’

30’’x 84’’

36’’x 84’’

If you’re representing your company at a trade show, 
exhibition, or any other public presentation, it’s important that 
you do it right. Every detail makes an impression on your 
visitors, and using professional marketing materials is an 
easy and effective way to instill confidence in them.

Trade shows, exhibitions, and other professional events are 
fantastic opportunities to drive brand awareness and attract 
new customers and clients. In order to make a winning 
first impression, it’s important that you use high-quality 
advertising materials.

Fitted Table Cover

Table Runner
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BANNERS

If you’re seeking a new marketing strategy for your 
business, a vinyl banner might be just what you need. Ideal 
for billboards, building wraps, trade show signage, parades, 
and anything else you can imagine, these versatile and 
attractive banners are sure to be a hit. When you consider 
the price, ordering a high-quality banner is a no-brainer.

13oz. Vinly Banner
item#: LF-BAN-13

Whether you need indoor signage for an upcoming event 
or a long-term outdoor advertising solution, this vinyl 
banner blockout will get the job done right. This product 
is ideal for light pole banners and street banners, and the 
heavy duty construction ensures that it will stand up to 
outdoor conditions

18oz. Vinly Banner 
item#: LF-BAN-18

BANNER

LET’S GO 
TRAVEL

DESIGN
If you’re looking for an eye-catching way to advertise 
your organization, a mesh banner is a fantastic choice. 
Ideal for outdoor conditions where wind is an issue, 
these useful banners advertise your company’s name, 
logo, and information in a way that’s impossible to 
ignore. These durable banners will last for years, so 
they’re a sound investment for any business.

10oz. Mesh Banner 
item#: LF-MSH-18

 Our printable fabric is a three-layered woven fabric that 
is 100% Polyester. This fabric is wrinkle resistant with 
minimal light reflection. The minimal space between 
threads on this fabric allows for exceptional print quality 
and opacity, more than other standard fabrics. The fabric 
is suitable for table tops, photo backdrops, and elegant 
pop displays.

Fabric Banner
item#: CF-WRK
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BANNERS

Looking for high visual impact display on the street and eye-
catching? Try our street pole banner set. Mutiple dimension 
that you can choose, full color print. Pole banners have high 
visual impact and citywide exposure. Take your message to 
the streets with these Double Sided graphics. We print in full 
color a single piece of vinyl front and back. Finished banners 
include 2” inch pole pockets and a grommet at each corner 
seam to keep your product in place.

This material is very thin and made of polypropylene with 
matte finish and dark gray backing. Perfect for hanging 
posters, retractable banner stands, X-Frame banner stands, 
window posters, trade show signage, etc.

Street Pole Banner Set

Pop-Up Banner

Item#: STPS-01

Item#: LF-HQP
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BANNERS

If you’re seeking a new marketing strategy for your business 
or an important trade show. A Indoor smooth banner might 
be just what you need. Ideal for billboards, building wraps, 
trade show signage, parades, and anything else you can 
imagine, these versatile and attractive banners are sure to 
be a hit. When you consider the price, ordering a high-quality 
banner is a no-brainer.

Indoor Smooth Banner
Item#: SSB-IB 

Finishing Opptions
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ADHESIVE PRODUCT

$8 ENTRY  I  YOUR PLACE

LIVE
DJ

LIVE
BAND

GUEST
STAR

M U S I C
F E S T I V A L

yoursite.com

MAY 10

LF-AIR-3M

DA-01

Item#

Item#

3M Air Release

Dot Adhesive

Material

Material

3M Lamination

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

Lamination

LF-AIR-Arlon

LF-AIR-4

Arlon

4 mil

Gloss

Matte/Gloss

Looking for a quality marketing opportunity? Our customized 
air release vinyl adhesive stickers Adhesive vinyl is ideal for 
long-term applications on flat surfaces , and this workable 
vinyl makes installation a breeze.

This new material is great for many surfaces especially 
windows for storefronts. Providing a long term and or short-term 
option for your display layout. it also comes with glossy and 
matte lamination options to help with direct sun-exposed areas 
in the hot seasons. This material is geared for easy install and 
easy removal to make your next project quick and effective. 

Air Release Material

Dot Adhesive Vinly
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ADHESIVE PRODUCT

DA-01

Item#

Dot Adhesive

Material

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

 These long-lasting self-adhesive vinyl stickers help to 
drive brand awareness, and they add legitimacy to your 
organization. Whether you want to put your company’s logo 
on the back of your vehicle, or create an attractive design 
for your storefront window, you’re sure to be delighted by 
these stickers.

4 Mil Clear Vinly Adhesive

LF-ADH-4

Item#

White/Gray

Back

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

If you want to expand your business and create brand 
awareness, you need to get your name and/or logo out there 
with high-quality marketing materials. Our grey and white 
adhesive vinyl stickers are an affordable and attractive way 
to customize virtually any hard, smooth surface.

Adhesive Vinly
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ADHESIVE PRODUCT

LF-PRF

LF-WADH

Item#

Item#

70/30 Perforated

Adhesive Vinly

Material

Material

UV Coat

UV Coat

Lamination

Lamination

Ideal for storefront windows and company vehicles, these 
perforated window adhesive vinyl stickers drive brand 
awareness and attract potential customers and clients. 
These high-quality stickers are safe for long-term indoor and 
outdoor use, and they’re resistant to sunlight and moisture 
for years of reliable, attractive use.

Our rough wall sticker can be used on any type surface, 
rough or flat. Special made adhesive backing featuring 
stronger adhesion and easy installation.

Perforated Window Adhesive

Outdoor Rough Wall Sticker
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ADHESIVE PRODUCT

LF-WADH

LF-GADH

Item#

Item#

Adhesive Vinly

Adhesive Vinly

Material

Material

Matte/Gloss

N/A

Lamination

Lamination

These durable, long-lasting waterproof wall sticker are easy 
to installtion cause it is pressure sensitive, peel and stick and 
done. Just simple like that ! Customize and order some for 
your indoor dry flat surface.

Our skidless ground stickers are skid reistant and 
waterproof. Very durable, these stickers can endure heavy 
foot traffic with ease. Perfect for shopping malls, trade shows 
or locales with heavier traffic.

Indoor Wall Stickers

Skidless Ground Sticker
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CONTOUR CUT 

LF-CC

Item#

4mil Adhesive Vinly

Material

UV Coating

Lamination

Our vinyl stick for glass door is ideal for advertising on 
storefronts or creating a more private atmosphere for glass 
interiors or exteriors. Windows are often overlooked as an 
advertising surface, and these vinyl stickers really let you 
take advantage of that extra space. These versatile stickers 
help you to create a custom look for your building that’s sure 
to drive business.

Contour Cut/Die Cut

LF-CCAR

Item#

4mil Air Release/3M

Material

UV Coating

Lamination

This air release contour cut stickers is best for advertising 
your business on your vehicle. Our high quality air release 
material is sensitive and removable adhesive backing for 
easy installation.

Air Release Contour Cut

LF-CCRF

Item#

Reflective Adhesive

Material

N/A

Lamination

Our reflective contour cuts allows you to advertis your 
business even at night. Reflective contour cuts provides a 
eye catching solution for many occasion. 

Reflective Contour Cut
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LARGE FORMAT 

LF-POS-9

LF-LIT-6

Item#

Item#

9mil Poster Paper

6oz. Backlit Film

Material

Material

Matte/Gloss

Gloss

Lamination

Lamination

Whether you need advertising materials for your business 
or a new decoration for your home, our custom poster 
printing is sure to impress. Our 9 mil poster paper is perfect 
for printing enlarged photos, posters, informational signs, 
artwork, and anything else you can dream up.

Our 6 oz. backlit film is 10 mil heavy-duty translucent, which 
allows it to be the best possible quality. We use a high 
quality matte finish that minimizes glare, making for the best 
high-resolution displays. Our film is printable and also has 
an excellent white point that helps provide beautiful color 
printing. 

Poster Paper

Backlit Film
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LARGE FORMAT

LF-WC-7

Item#

7mil White Film

Material

N/A

Lamination

Need to get the eye of passerby? Trying to bring more 
attention to the sales and promotions you put on at your 
retail store? Static window clings from 777 Sign are the 
answer. These white 7 mil. static window clings stay in place 
with no adhesive needed, and both sides can cling to the 
window, no matter which side you’ve printed on. These signs 
are ideal for glass or other smooth surfaces.

Static Cling Window Film

LF-CAN-15

Item#

15mil White Canvas

Material

N/A

Lamination

If you’re an art lover or simply just want to give new life to 
your home or office, 777 Sign is the place to come for fine 
art reproductions on canvas. Our semi-gloss finish canvas 
is meant to be durable for the long term. It’s fade resistant, 
meaning it will look just like new far into the future. The 
canvas is a polyester and cotton blend, and it’s specially 
coated -- this helps it maintain superior color quality.

Canvas Print

LF-MAG-30

Item#

30mil Magnet

Material

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

These handy car door magnets let you advertise on the 
road without permanently modifying your vehicle. They’re 
also useful when you need quick, temporary signage, such 
as on construction sites or any other regularly changing 
environment. These durable 33 mil magnets are strong 
enough to remain firmly attached to moving vehicles.

30 Mil Magnet
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DRY ERASE PRODUCT

LF-ADH-4-DRE

R-IAF-DRE

Item#

Item#

White/Gray

9mil Poster Paper

Adheisve Backing

Material

Dry Erase

Dry Erase

Lamination

Lamination

Our Adhesive Vinyl uses a 4mil white PVC film that has 
an outdoor durability of 4 years. The backing uses a clear 
permanent adhesive. Adhesive vinyl is ideal for flat surface 
applications. The decals cannot be removed and reapplied 
once they have been adhered to a surface.

Your sidewalk advertising needs to keep up with your 
business. The Dry-Erase Signicade allows you to update 
your message at any time. Graphic prints are laminated 
with a waterproof and UV safe Vinyl for years of writing and 
erasing.

4 Mil Dry Erase Vinly

Dry Erase Indoor A-Frame
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DRY ERASE PRODUCT

R-COR-316-DRE

LF-MAG-30-DRE

Item#

Item#

3/16’’ White Coroplast

30mil Magnet

Material

Material

Dry Erase

Dry Erase

Lamination

Lamination

Our Corrugated Plastic signs are an inexpensive option for 
outdoor signs such as real estate signs, parking signs, and 
election signs. Under most circumstances they will last 12-18 
months. They are compatible with wire stakes and metal 
frames. 

Our magnet sheet uses a high quality 30 mil material with 
a smooth surface for best color printing. Best suited for 
car door signage, it also serves as temporary signage 
for construction sites or other quick-changing work 
environments.

Dry Erase Coroplast

Dry Erase Magnet
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DRY ERASE PRODUCT

R-FOM-315-DRE

Item#

White/Black

Type

Dry Erase

Lamination

Foamcore is delicate and primarily used for indoor 
applications. Best for placing on easels for presen-
tations or as a wall sign.

3/16’’ Dry Erase Formcore

R-FOM-WHT-12

Item#

White/Black

Type

Dry Erase

Lamination

This 1/2’’ formcore is more thicker than the 3/16’’ formcore. 
It has provided better durability and stability. This is great for 
writing information in a meeting or as a information board

1/2’’ Dry Erase Formcore

R-SIN-18-DRE

Item#

White/Black

Type

Dry Erase

Lamination

Sintra is a lightweight rigid board of expanded closed-cell 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) extruded in a homogenous sheet.

1/8’’ Dry Erase Sintra PVC
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REFLECTIVE PRODUCT

R-FOM-WHT-316

Item#

White  Formcore

Material

Gloss

Lamination

Foamcore is delicate and primarily used for indoor 
applications. Best for placing on easels for presentations or 
as a wall sign. Apparent visibilitty for indoor display. Now we 
are using reflective material to print! Make this even 

3/16’’ Reflective Formcore

REFLF-MAG-30

Item#

30mi magnet

Material

Gloss

Lamination

These handy car door reflective magnets let you advertise 
on the road without permanently modifying your vehicle. 
They’re also useful when you need driving in the dark night.  
These durable 33 mil reflective magnets are strong enough 
to remain firmly attached to moving vehicles.

Reflective Magnet

REF-SIN-WHT-18

Item#

White Sintra PVC

Material

N/A

Lamination

Sintra is a lightweight rigid board of expanded closed-cell 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) extruded in a homogenous sheet. 
Now we are using reflective material for it, gives better visual 
even in the night !  

1/8’’ Reflective Sintra PVC
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REFLECTIVE PRODUCT

LF-RFADH

Item#

4mil Adhesive Vinly

Material

Gloss

Lamination

These heavy-duty adhesive vinyls available in white or grey 
back are made to adhere to flat surfaces for the long haul 
– once they’re applied, they’re not moving. They’re weather 
and UV-proof, so the stunning HD 720 x 720-resolution 
image will continue to be visible for years to come. 

Reflective Adhesive Vinly

S7

Item#

9mil Poster Paper

Material

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

A simple Reflective A-frame sign is one of the best ways to 
get any message, from advertising to directions to safety 
in the day and night, across at any large indoor or outdoor 
event. We’ve got the right one for you at an affordable cost. 
Not only do we offer a reasonable price and fast turnaround 
(we offer same-day printing and shipping, conditions apply), 
but we offer reflective vinyl sticker displays for your A-frame 
sign that can easily be replaced with a new vinyl sticker as 
needed.

Reflective Plastic A-Frame

REF-SIN-WHT-18

Item#

White Coroplast

Material

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

We provide new reflective material for coroplast. Fortunately, 
we make quality signage that fits into virtually any budget. 
This coroplast sign board is perfect for parking signs, real 
estate advertisements, and election campaign yard signs. 
Enjoy years of dependable performance with these durable 
signs.

3/16’’ Reflective Coroplast
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BOARD SUBSTRATES

APG-SS

Item#

Acrylic

Material

N/A

Lamination

Indoor wall graphic. This piece has a clear and vivid glossy 
vinyl that is applied onto Acrylic/Plexiglass. We include a 
1-inch Standoff hardware piece to give it more dimension.

Acrylic Graphic

R-COR-316

Item#

White Coroplast

Material

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

Whether you’re running a business or running for office, 
the promotional materials you use can make a tremendous 
difference. Fortunately, we make quality signage that fits 
into virtually any budget. This coroplast sign board is perfect 
for parking signs, real estate advertisements, and election 
campaign yard signs. 

3/16’’ Coroplast

15’’x 10’’ Wire H Stake
item#: R-HST
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BOARD SUBSTRATES

R-SIN-WHT-18

R-SIN-BLK-18

R-GAT-WHT-1

R-GAT-BLK-1

Item#

Item#

1/8’’ White

1/8’’ Black

1’’ White

1’’ Black

Material

Material

Matte/Gloss

Matte/Gloss

Matte/Gloss

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

Lamination

Sintra is a lightweight rigid board of expanded closed-cell 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) extruded in a homogenous sheet.

Gatorfoam is a lightweight, rigid display board with a 
polystyrene core and white surface. The core is very dense 
and firm and the surface is a wood fiber veneer laminate 
impregnated with resin for water resistance.

Lightweight Sintra PVC

1’’ Gatorform
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BOARD SUBSTRATES

R-FOM-WHT-316

R-FOM-BLK-316

Item#

3/16’’ White

3/16’’ Black

Material

Matte/Gloss

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

Foamcore is delicate and primarily used for indoor 
applications. Best for placing on easels for presen-
tations or as a wall sign.

3/16’’ Formcore

R-FOM-WHT-12

R-FOM-BLK-12

Item#

1/2’’ White

1/2’’ Black

Material

Matte/Gloss

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

These simple foamcore display boards are lightweight but 
rigid, making them easy to carry but also durable. These 
black foamcore boards have a dense, polystyrene core and 
a white surface made of wood fiber veneer laminate that has 
been coated with resin for a water resistant layer.

1/2’’ Formcore

APCB-DS

Item#

1/8 Aluminum

Material

Matte/Gloss

Lamination

Aluminum signs are the longest lasting type of yard sign. It 
is very durable. For our aluminum board front and back, with 
PVC sintra core board

Aluminum PVC Cord Board


